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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Initial Proposal

Statement of Intent:
The remains of Hadrian’s Wall constitute the greatest Roman frontier in all of
Europe. The stones left behind tell the story of Roman Britain, and provide the
physical evidence of one of Rome’s greatest engineering triumphs. Despite this,
visitation to the wall has been falling over the past thirty years. The numerous
museums that exist along the wall are not linked with each other and are operated
independently—a fact that leads to a spirit of competition rather than cooperation.
The exhibits at the museums themselves typically focus on archeological finds at
their respective sites, rather than the stories behind them. These weaknesses and
others lead the British tourism agencies in charge of the region to commission a
study that was released in 2004 on the current state of the Wall. In addition, the
study formulated a 100 million dollar development plan to revitalize the Wall. My
terminal project will be set within the context of this Major Study.
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While the adopted development plan sets forth numerous changes in the Wall’s
infrastructure and organization, it is held together by one major need: a focal point.
A common complaint from visitors to the Wall was its lack of a major access
point. To rectify this, the plan calls for a major “Story Centre” and transportation
hub. This building would provide the back story for Hadrian’s Wall—focusing on
the big picture rather than one specific location. Visitors would pay one fee for
access to the museums along the Wall and the new transportation network would
take them to the individual sites they desired to see. People would have a much
better idea of the significance of the Wall in its entirety, and would still visit the important locations along the Wall, all while minimizing the impact of large numbers
of vehicles traveling to the sites.

Site Description:
The site will be located in Haltwhistle, England. This town is an ideal
location. It rests on the major road and rail lines between Newcastle upon Tyne
in the east and Carlisle in the west. It is in the central portion of the Wall, an area
which boasts the best preserved remnants of Hadrian’s Wall. The majority of the
Wall’s museums also rest within ten to fifteen miles of the town—a situation that
is optimal for the Story Center and transportation network.

Site Description (cont.):
The location of the site within Haltwhistle will be:
• Within walking distance of main train station,
• Close to the main highway between Newcastle upon Tyne and 		
Carlisle, and
• Have a visual connection with the wall, if possible.

Methods of Analysis:
The research for the project will be carried out in two phases; the first of which will
be while I am participating in the London Program, and the second of which will
be once I am back in Lincoln. In the first phase, I will visit existing museums along
Hadrian’s Wall and analyze their different approaches by studying their exhibits
and interpretation methods. I will also conduct as many interviews as possible
with the staff and curators of the museums to gain a greater understanding of
the problems that each site must engage. From this analysis, I will create a set
of criterion that will further determine the location of my site in the area around
Haltwhistle. Upon identifying the site itself, I will conduct the necessary research
at the location and gather as many maps and demographics as will be needed
to implement the design process while in Lincoln. Further research will be con-

ducted at other sites around England, which will help me analyze successful building types that are similar to my terminal project. This research will also continue
into my travel around Europe in the month after concluding the London Program.
During this phase of the project, I will have additional direction and critiques from
Professor Sawyers, an architect and historian.
It is important to note that since this project will focus heavily on the story of the
Romans in Britain, additional research will be required to gain a full understanding
of its significance. Due to this, I have added many additional Roman sites and
museums into my travel itinerary, both in England and in mainland Europe, and I
have been steadily reading books that will contribute to this knowledge.
The second phase of the project will be in Lincoln. I will use the information I
gathered in the first phase to help create a program for the Story Center. Additional analysis of interpretation centers and museums may be required. Once the
program is created, I will work with detailing the appropriate space adjacencies,
and their relationship to the site. This process will immediately lead into schematic design, which will be reviewed by juries and my mentor, Dr. Rumiko Handa.
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INTRODUCTION
Project Definition

Esoteric to Exoteric
The purpose of my terminal project is to produce a focal point to access Hadrian’s
Wall. This access point should educate people about the Wall and then transport
them to it, where their education can be physically experienced through contact
with the historical remains. The reason for this is twofold: first, I believe it is
important to teach people of the impact of the Roman occupation of England, and
second, I feel there is no better way to express this impact than to take people
to a physical reminder of that epoch. Therefore, while the first goal of education
may seem separate from the goal of transportation, the two are inexorably linked.
Without convincing visitors of the need to go beyond the confines of my project
and explore the tactile element of history, their education cannot be considered
complete. Accordingly, the question that must permeate the design process is
whether each step taken is one that will move this education from an esoteric
audience to an exoteric, or more simply stated, will it educate?
The role of architect in this framework is to define how the facility itself can aid the
education of the visitor. This must initially include what programmatic elements

are necessary to explain the story of the Wall in its entirety, in addition to helping
visitors decide which portions of the Wall they should visit. Furthermore, it may
require an expansion of a typical museum program to include various research
components, aiding in the future acquisition of knowledge. The final programmatic necessity includes a space that is capable of moving visitors from the focal
point to each of the satellite museums along the Wall. After determining what the
building must contain to accomplish its goals, we must move into the realm of
what the architecture itself can do to educate.
The architecture of the museum should compel visitors to immerse themselves
in the period. The museums along the Wall immerse visitors by exposing them
to the Roman ruins; these physical characteristics tend to be their focus, and for
good reasons. Lacking this fundamental advantage of initial storytelling, however,
the museum must provide the big picture without physically connecting to the
Wall. How to do this will be the focus of the early part of the fall semester.

Fall Schedule:
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Programming &
Research

Site Analysis &
Research

Conceptual Design

Conceptual &
Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Presentation

Weeks 1-3

Weeks 4-5

Weeks 6-8

Weeks 9-12

Weeks 13-15

Weeks 16-17

October 12
Programmatic
Research Review

November 9
Interim Review

December 11-12
Faculty Review

DESIGN OBJECTIVES:

Jury (various critiques):

[necessary to achieve esoteric to exoteric goal]

• Create a connection from Hadrian’s Wall to the site on the River Tyne, which
played a determining role in the Wall’s location.

• Rumiko Handa
• Keith Sawyers
• Martin Despang
• Lindsey Ellsworth
• Mike Hamilton
• Jeff Day

• Use the LEARN, TEACH, and EXPLORE components to provide a programmatic
solution to educating the visitor.
• Create a dynamic spatial link between the ESOTERIC and EXOTERIC elements
of the program.

Spring Schedule:
Revise Schematic
Design

Revise Schematic
Design

Finalize Design

Final Model
Final Presentation

Final Book

Week 1

Weeks 2-4

Week 5

Weeks 6-10

Weeks 11-13

January 29February 2
Interim Review

March 19-23
Final Faculty
Review
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INTRODUCTION
Hadrian’s Wall History
The Romans first set foot on Britain in 55 B.C. when Julius Caesar landed on the
southern shore near modern day Dover. He conducted a reconnaissance in force
before returning to Gaul, but followed it the next year with a full-scale invasion.
After subduing a few local tribes through conquest, he demanded a yearly tribute
to Rome and went back to campaigning in Gaul. Most historians agree that the
impact to the natives was minimal, and they returned to their way of life practically
the moment the Roman legions left the shores. In Rome, however, the impact was
immense. No one at that time knew much of Britain, and Caesar’s accomplishment of “crossing the ocean” was met with a triumph—the greatest honor any
general could be granted—for what was perhaps his least important victory.
The invasions of 55 and 54 B.C. did little other than bring Britain into the Roman sphere of political influence. It was to be almost 100 years before Roman
troops returned to the island. While some emperors, including Caesar Augustus,
attempted to organize invasions, none of their plans came to fruition until the
emperor Claudius in 43 A.D. With roughly 40,000 men, Claudius crossed over
to Britain, conquering a substantial portion of the south-east of the country in the
first few years before returning to Rome in triumph, and leaving the remainder of
the conquest to his generals.
By 47 A.D., the conquest of the south and east of the island was completed, and
the Romans pushed into Wales. It was about this time, in c. 50 A.D., that the
Romans founded Londinium, modern day London. The city began to flourish immediately, and Britain seemed to be prospering under Roman control until 60 B.C.
At this point one of the largest and most famous revolts of the island occurred,
led by the Icenian Queen Boudicca. Mistreated by the Romans, Boudicca led the
natives in rebellion, marching through southern Britain and destroying three major
Roman settlements: Colchester, Londinium, and Verulamium. The dead Romans
and loyal natives numbered over 80,000, and it was not until Roman legions arrived to check the revolt, slaughtering Boudicca’s forces despite being heavily
outnumbered, that the revolt was suppressed.
The revolt of 60 A.D. nearly convinced the current emperor Nero to withdraw from
the island completely. After Boudicca’s death, however, he decided to stay, and
by 84 A.D. new territories in Wales and northern Britain were brought under mili-
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tary control. After the culmination of these events at the Battle of Mons Graupius
in 84 A.D., the Roman conquest of the island seemed complete. However, by
around 100 A.D. during the reign of the emperor Trajan, the Romans had found it
necessary to abandon much of northern Britain and Scotland, marking the frontier
on the Tyne-Solway isthmus. The reasons for this were largely Trajan’s need of
troops to fight expansionist wars in other parts of the empire. The consolidation
along the isthmus followed a road, today called the Stanegate, that connected
Carlisle and Corbridge—the two major north and south routes.
The emperor Hadrian soon came to power after the death of Trajan in 117 A.D.
This year is commonly marked as a major turning point in Roman and European
history. Trajan was the last of the Roman emperors to practice expansion across
the empire, and his successor Hadrian began a new era: consolidating and defending the status quo. Hadrian famously embarked on a series of visits to the
frontier provinces around the empire. He abandoned territories deemed too costly
to hold, and improved the frontiers of those he wished to consolidate. It was
on one such visit that Hadrian arrived on the north-western frontier of the entire
empire in 122 A.D.
Hadrian’s visit was just after the conclusion of another major revolt. Determined
to avoid such an occurrence in the future, he replaced the governor of the province and set out to make a linear barrier on the frontier to the north. His conception is now called Hadrian’s Wall. While the amount of direct planning done by
Hadrian is in doubt, his policy of creating permanent frontiers across the empire is
not. We know that he wished for such an improvement to the frontier, and we also
know that the initial plans for Hadrian’s Wall dwarfed those of any other frontier
in the Roman Empire.
The construction was carried out in fewer than ten years by the Legions occupying the north of the island. The initial plan called for a stone wall ten Roman feet
wide and twelve to fifteen feet tall from Wallsend in the east (at modern Newcastle
upon Tyne) to the crossing of the River Irthing forty-five Roman miles away. From
this point to the coast of the Solway in the west was to be a turf wall twenty Roman feet wide and twelve feet tall. Sometime during the construction, however,
the plan changed in several ways. The Wall was shortened to only eight Roman
feet wide, and was changed to stone for the entire 80 Roman mile length. An even
more important change was the decision to move the garrison forts from the old
Stanegate road behind the Wall up to the Wall itself. The Romans also added an
enormous earthwork to the south of the Wall, called the Vallum, to create a military zone in between the Wall and the earthworks. This barrier was the Roman

equivalent of barbed wire, and only allowed people to cross into and through the
military zone at each of the forts. In addition to all of these defenses, the Wall had
small “milecastles” at every Roman mile, and stone turrets every third of a mile.
A ditch and mound also ran in front of the Wall to prevent approach, and was only
omitted in areas where the natural rock formations made this redundant. Once
completed, the forts were occupied by auxiliary troops, and the regular Legions
moved to camps in the south.

isthmus, and had the advantage of being only 40 Roman miles wide, half that of
Hadrian’s frontier. Coupled with the garrison of equal size, the new Wall had a
much greater concentration of troops, providing better economy of force. Nevertheless, the Antonine Wall was abandoned by Britain’s governor in the late 150s,
moving the frontier back to Hadrian’s Wall. Antonine, still the emperor, was upset
at the previously necessary reversal and damage to his prestige, so he moved the
frontier once more to the Antonine Wall in 160.

The final make-up of Hadrian’s Wall was seventy-three modern miles long, consisting of a stone wall with milecastles and turrets at fairly equal intervals the
entire length. It had massive earthworks in the front and rear, bridges where it
crossed rivers, and large garrison forts along the way capable of holding a total of
20,000 auxiliary troops. To the west of the Wall, milecastles and turrets continued
along the coast without a wall for at least 26 miles, meant to protect from coastal
incursions. The Wall also had outpost forts to the north, and hinterland forts to
the south. Later in its history, a new road—the Military Way—was built between
the Wall and the Vallum, linking all the major forts together. The entire area of
military control was immense, and the control that it exerted over local movement
was nearly airtight.

Antoninus Pius died in 161 and his successor, the Emperor Marcus Aeurelius,
moved the frontier for the final time back to Hadrian’s Wall. It was at this time that
the Military Way was added, replacing the Stanegate. Very little seems to have
happened along the frontier until the late 190s, when a major invasion from the
tribes to the north penetrated the Wall and pressed to the south of the frontier. It
took several years to stem the invasion, and the governor had to pay the tribes to
stay out of southern Britain for subsequent years.

Historians tend to agree that Hadrian’s Wall was not to be used as a fighting
platform, but was rather a system of control points meant to prevent unwanted
movement in and out of Roman territory. The outpost forts to the north show that
Romans considered those lands to be under their control, as the lands with the
hinterland forts to the south were. The Wall certainly would not have withstood a
concentrated direct assault, and the outpost forts were more likely meant to have
given sufficient warning to the troops in the garrison forts to take the field against
an incursion before it reached the Wall.
The Wall allowed control of the people moving in and out of the frontier, permitting
the Romans to prevent raids and collect taxes for legitimate trading. In effect, the
Wall was meant to control unwanted movement, whereas the forts and their garrisons were meant to protect the territory; this is why in the initial plan the forts
were separated from the Wall. The fact that it proved more convenient to locate
the troops on the Wall itself does not mean it was used for defense.
For about the first twenty years of the Wall’s history, it was occupied as described
above. After the death of the emperor Hadrian in 138 A.D., however, his successor Antoninus Pius renewed a limited expansion. He moved the frontier 100 miles
to the north and built the Antonine Wall. The Wall ran across the Forth-Clyde

By 208, the new emperor, Septimius Severus was determined to permanently
solve the problem of rebellious tribes by conquering the remainder of northern
Britain. He arrived to take care of the matter personally, and brought his two sons
with him. He initially subdued the two major tribes, but by his death in 211, both
tribes were rebelling, and his sons decided to make peace with the enemy and
withdraw, rather than continue the war.
Throughout the 300s we have little literary evidence of what occurred along the
frontier. We know a new tribe, the Picts, appeared in Scotland, and several campaigns were carried out against them, but the frontier remained unchanged. The
province was under constant stress during the middle of the century, both internally and from barbarian incursions, as was the whole empire. Finally, in 407
A.D., the British Legions named Constantine III emperor, and he departed with
most of the Roman troops that year. Direct Roman Rule officially ended in 409.
Hadrian’s Wall itself fell into disrepair; with no central government to maintain it, it
was used as a quarry by locals for centuries to come.
After the Romans abandoned Hadrian’s Wall it is not known if the auxiliary troops
stationed on the Wall were recalled to another part of the empire. As auxiliaries
were typically raised from local levies, it has been conjectured that the troops
stayed until no more pay arrived, then turned to either farming or raiding. We will
probably never know for sure, and the centuries after Roman occupation are filled
with no consistent record of occupation on the Wall. Some Anglo-Saxon artifacts
can be found at a few forts, but it seems to be local chiefs taking up residence in
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Hadrian’s Wall History
a conveniently built stronghold.
A few important observations survive from the Middle Ages, some thought to
be first hand observation of the height of the Wall; something we can’t know for
sure due to the use of the Wall as a quarry for thousands of years. Otherwise, no
real investigations of the Wall occurred until the sixteenth century, when curious
observers frequently wrote down what they saw. Finally in 1840, the first claims
that the Wall dated back to the time of the Emperor Hadrian arose, and eventually
proved true. Some excavations also began around this time, and the Wall has
been a constant source of research ever since.
Our view of the Wall today is far clearer than it has been since any time after the
Roman occupation of Britain, and excavations are ongoing. The Wall is now in the
care of various concerned entities, thanks to a few men like John Clayton in the
nineteenth century who sought to protect the Wall by purchasing large portions of
the land it occupied. Much of the land is now controlled by the English government, and is under the care of English Heritage.
In 1987 the entire Wall and its coastal defenses were designated a World Heritage
Site by UNESCO, and the care of the monument has been carefully and comprehensively managed ever since. As part of this designation by UNESCO, the English government opened a national trail that runs the entire length of the seventythree mile long Wall. All the associated owners continue to keep careful watch of
the monument to ensure that it will last for future generations to enjoy.
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS

RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis

Map of England:

Map of Northern England:

Newcastle
upon Tyne

SITE

Carlisle
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SITE

Map of Hadrian’s Wall:

Site

Hadrian’s Wall

Important Museums

Accessed by
New Museum
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
Map of Halwhistle Area:

HADRIAN’S WALL

A69 Highway
Hexham

SITE

River Tyne

Site
14

Hadrian’s Wall

Important Museums

Location of Photographs on Site:

The marks indicate where photographs were taken on the site, and what direction they were facing.
Directional Markers

Full-Circle Panorama

Directional Panorama
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
Serial Photos:
The following pages illustrate a walk-through from the
west of the site to the north-east, following the public path
through the area. The path was characterized by varying
levels of upkeep that closely followed the water until exiting the site.
[Photo 1]
[Photo 2]
[Photo 3]
[Photo 4]
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Approach to A69 bridge (west)
Fence and muddy pathway
Path through vegetation by river
Path following Haltwhistle Burn 		
(stream)

Serial Photos:
[Photo 5]
[Photo 6]
[Photo 7]
[Photo 8]

Path following Haltwhistle Burn
Path with ice, by A69 (east)
Muddy path through fence
Exiting under rail bridge
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
Landmarks and Features:
The waterways form a very important part of the site,
and frame it on almost three sides. In addition, the Alston
Arches Viaduct (called the Tyne Arches by locals) are a
prominent landmark for Haltwhistle, and are close to the
site. Other noticeable features are the destroyed shack
and stone wall in the center of the site, and the A69 highway.
[Photo 1]
[Photo 2]
[Photo 3]
[Photo 4]
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Alston Arches Viaduct
Viaduct from footpath on site
Destroyed shack and stone wall
A69 highway

Panoramas:
These photographs are looking over the site from the A69
highway that intersects the area. The first photo is facing
south-east, and the second is facing north-west.
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
Land Use:
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Commercial/ Offices

Train Station

Sewage Treatment Facility

Farm Houses

Medium Industrial

Site Boundaries

Land Use on Site:

Uncultivated
Field

Uncultivated
Field
Motorcross
Area

Fences

Soccer Field

Football
Pitch

Major Public Footpath

Motorcross
Area

Vegetation
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
Land Use On Site:
The land use on the site is all about the people of
Haltwhistle. A major public footpath runs through the site,
and is used primarily by elderly residents walking their
dogs. A soccer field is the major use of the area, but is
not used frequently. In addition, some of the old fields
have been taken over by area youth for motorcross racing. The biggest current user of the site are rabbits, and
the entire river bank is populated with their holes.
[Photo 1]
[Photo 2]
[Photo 3]
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Motorcross area (west)
Stolen turf from the soccer field
Rabbit on river bank

Land Use Surrounding Site:
Although the site is surrounded by seemingly undesirable
land uses, the actual impact is minimal, especially on the
eastern half of the A69. Large amounts of vegetation
shield the sight on all sides, and make sight lines to the
nearby industrial and sewage treatment facilities nearly
non-existent.
[Photo 1]
[Photo 2]
[Photo 3]

Industrial area across river
Sewage Treatment Facility
Industrial area on west side
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Site Analysis
Primary Site Issues:
Noise- The A69 generates the most noise, with the areas
towards the farthest edges of the site from the motorway
being the noisiest. The area immediately by the highway
is the quietest. A small amount of noise also comes from
the industrial area across the Tyne River.
Views- While the majority of the views on the site are
great, the industrial area to the west of the site is quite
prominent. Taking advantage of the great views by the
river, while down playing the area to the west will be important.
Separation- The site is split in two by the A69, and remains very separated. Finding a way to further integrate
the two halves will be necessary.
Parking- Unlike many buildings in Haltwhistle, this facility
will require a large amount of parking to meet its needs,
which will need to be carefully located and integrated.
Landmark- The Tyne Arches are an important landmark of
the city. How to approach the history of the town will be
as important of a consideration as how the Roman history
should be treated.
Approach: The pedestrian approach to the site from the
Railway station will need to be carefully designed to minimize the negative aspects (industrial areas) and maximize
the positive ones.
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separation

Conclusion:
The site meets the initial requirements laid out in my terminal project proposal, namely that
it be closely located to the train station and the A69 highway. The site has the added distinction of being in a very good location, with walking areas along the river, views of the surrounding countryside, and a close connection with one of Haltwhistle’s most important and
beautiful landmarks: the Alston Arches Viaduct (Tyne Arches). The issues to contend with
are fairly minor, while the current conditions that can be taken advantage of are numerous.

[Alston Arches Viaduct]
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Museum Analysis
The museums were organized into several major categories and analyzed based upon their
location, history, layout of buildings and exhibits, and their positive and negative aspects.
The full analysis can be found in Appendix 1.
Roman museums accessed by Story Center:
• Chesters Roman Fort
• Housesteads Roman Fort
• Birdoswald Roman Fort and Study Center
• Roman Army Museum
• Vindolanda Roman Fort
Roman museums not accessed by the Story Centre:
• Arbeia Roman Fort
• Segedunum Roman Fort
• Museum of Antiquities
Other Major Museums:
• British Museum (London)
• Museum of London (London)
• Imperiial War Museum (London)
• Museum of Scotland (Edinburgh)
• Imperial War Museum- North (Manchester)
• Jewish Museum (Berlin)
• Museum Island (Berlin)
• Leopold Museum (Vienna)
• Correr Museum (Venice)
• Querini Stampalia (Venice)
• Castelvechio (Verona)
• Vatican Museums (Rome)

[Wall outside Birdoswald]
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Conclusion:
This conclusion is a compilation of some of the common elements gained from the museum analysis, and has a useful summary of what could be directly applied to the Haltwhistle
Story Center. Where applicable, the comments are accompanied by the museum(s) or
fort(s) from which the lessons were gained.
[Leaving Hadrian’s Wall]

What to do:

What not to do:

• A video is a great way to give a structured overview of the history and the look
of the wall in a short time period.
[Roman Army Museum]
• Models are extremely effective at showing how a site once looked. 		
[Museum of Antiquities (best example), every other museum]
• If properly supplemented with appropriate artifacts and explanatory boards, the
models will be able to give visitors a much better understanding of the Wall, and
the people that used it.
[Housesteads, Roman Army Museum]
• The museum architecture should compliment the subject matter.
[Museum of Scotland, Vindolanda (gardens), Arbeia (gate)]
• A central access point and communal area is a good way to organize the museum. Giving views back onto this space are also helpful for visitor orientation.
[British Museum, Museum of Scotland]
• Reconstructions are great if properly built, and used as additional exhibit spaces.
[Arbeia (best example), and Vindolanda, not Segedunum]
• Each site’s specific connection to the wall should be explained within the context of the whole.
[Housesteads (best example)]

• Separating the shop, ticket area, museum, etc., only forces the museum to
be staffed by more people. By concentrating these elements into one building,
a single control point can be achieved, and the cost of running the museum will
be reduced.
[Chesters, Housesteads, Arbeia]
• Do not force visitors back through things they would not want to see again.
Exiting through the shop is acceptable, going back through the museum the same
way is not.
[Housesteads, Segedunum]
• Do not focus too much on children in the museum, and likewise, do not make it
so academic and “dry” that the public would not be interested.
[Segedunum, Museum of Antiquities]
• Exhibits should be informative, and while they can be fun, entertainment should
not be the major purpose of them.
[Segedunum]
• The items in the shop and bookstore should be relevant to the Roman theme,
and not just merchandise that is sold for a profit.
[Roman Army Museum]
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Program Analysis
Based upon my interviews and my analysis of ONE Northeast’s proposals for the Museum,
it is my opinion that their emphasis is on finances more than education. For example, an
analysis of the program shows that out of the 45,325 ft2 total program, only 5,300 ft2 are
reserved for the exhibit spaces (roughly 12%). In contrast, the shop, cafe, restaurants,
kitchens, and ice-cream shop make up over 19,000 ft2 of the program, a total of 43%.

HALWHISTLE STORY CENTRE
45,325 ft2

I am not attempting to make a value judgement on the intentions of ONE Northeast, and
I fully recognize that the building must be profitable in order to succeed. I am, however,
advocating a shift from the focus on the shops and restaurants to a focus on the methods
that will be used to tell the story of Hadrian’s Wall. I do not think that merely 12% of the
program should be devoted to this story, when the goal of the building is to educate.

OTHER
11,300 ft2
24.9%

From my analysis of other museums, I think the story needs to be told with a combination
of videos, models, and explanatory boards supported by actual artifacts from the Wall (and
possibly reconstructions). The architectural character of these spaces will be the subject
of ongoing debate throughout this year, but what they will need to effectively tell the story is
already justified by the research I have already conducted.

RECEPTION
3,500 ft2
6.3%

THEATRE
5,700 ft2
12.6%

EXHIBITIONS
5,300 ft2
11.7%

Program from ONE Northeast:
Function:								

Ft2

• Reception entrance, information centre, admin offices		
• General exhibition space					
• Theatre pre-show and post-show				
• Theatre (250 people)					
• Theatre waiting coffee and concessions bar			
• Retail space						
• Cafe, restaurant, kitchens, ice-cream servery			
• Ancillary accommodation including water closets		
• Supervised play area						
• Storage / Plant / Contingency				

6,600
5,300
2,350
3,350
1,725
8,600
9,200
3,100
600
4,500

• Total								
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45,325

RETAIL
19,525 ft2
43.1%

Method of Analysis:
I compiled a list of similar building types and analyzed them by looking at the size and
percentage that each space used. The full results can be found in Appendix 2. The following is a compilation of the most pertinent data organized into categories to illustrate the
similarities and differences of each building’s program. The final result is the comparison
of the original program and the proposed program.
The following museums were analysed for these comparisons:
The Getty Center 					
Los Angeles, California

Richard Meier & Partners

Museo de Arte de Ponce				
Ponce, Puerto Rico

Edward Durell Stone

Arthur M. Sackler Museum			
James Stirling Michael WIlford & Assoc.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Guggenheim Museum			
Bilbao, Spain

Frank O. Gehry

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art				
San Francisco, California

Mario Botta

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Museum 					
Cleveland, Ohio

I. M. Pei

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum			
Washington D.C.
McCord Museum of Canadian History			
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

James Ingo Freed
Lemone Lapointe Magne

Naoshima Contemporary Art Museum				
Naoshima, Japan

Tadao Ando
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Program Analysis

OTHER
131,034 ft2
24.9%

EXHIBITIONS
80,000 ft2
14.2%
RESEARCH
CENTER
201,000 ft2
35.7%

EDUCATION
4,875 ft2
13.6%

RECEPTION
4,900 ft2
13.7%

RETAIL
33,200 ft2
5.9%
THEATRE
31,000 ft2
5.5%
EDUCATION
82,000 ft2
14.6%

GETTY MUSEUM AND
RESEARCH CENTER
562,534 ft2
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OTHER
8,350 ft2
23.3%

RECEPTION
4,300 ft2
0.1%

THEATRE
6,800 ft2
19.0%
RETAIL
3,400 ft2
9.5%

MUSEO DE ARTE
DE PONCE
35,825 ft2

EXHIBITIONS
7,500 ft2
20.9%

RECEPTION
1,225 ft2
2.0%

OTHER
41,795 ft2
68.5%

OTHER
140,330 ft2
46.6%

RECEPTION
26,900 ft2
8.9%

EXHIBITIONS
14,310 ft2
23.5%

EDUCATION
1,020 ft2
1.7%

ARTHUR M. SACKLER
MUSEUM
61,000 ft2

THEATRE
2,650 ft2
4.3%

EDUCATION
2,150 ft2
0.1%
THEATRE
RETAIL
6,500 ft2
11,600
ft2
2.2%
3.9%

EXHIBITIONS
113,520 ft2
37.7%

GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM
IN BILBAO
301,000 ft2
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Program Analysis

OTHER
44,700 ft2
37.5%

RECEPTION
5,000 ft2
4.2%

OTHER
11,300 ft2
24.9%

THEATRE
3,700 ft2
3.3%
RETAIL
14,700 ft2
13.1%

RECEPTION
31,150 ft2
27.9%

EDUCATION
6,800 ft2
5.7%
THEATRE
6,200 ft2
5.2%

RETAIL
6,500 ft2
5.5%

SAN FRANCISCO MUSEUM
OF MODERN ART
119,200 ft2
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EXHIBITIONS
50,000ft2
41.9%

EXHIBITIONS
37,950 ft2
33.9%

ROCK AND ROLL HALL
OF FAME MUSEUM
111,800 ft2

EDUCATION
4,318 ft2
THEATRE
4.8%
7,559 ft2
RETAIL 8.4%
1,295 ft2
1.4%

RESEARCH
CENTER
16,000 ft2
17.7%

EXHIBITIONS
44,000 ft2
48.7%

THE UNITED STATES
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
94,672 ft2

OTHER
40,165 ft2
56.1%

RECEPTION
2,860 ft2
4.0%

RECEPTION
21,500 ft2
23.8%

EXHIBITIONS
17,800 ft2
24.9%

RETAIL
EDUCATION
4,545
ft2
4,580 ft2 THEATRE
6.4%
1,600 ft2
6.4%
2.2%

MCCORD MUSEUM OF
CANADIAN HISTORY
71,550 ft2
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RESEARCH + ANALYSIS
Program Analysis
Final Program Comparison:
The final program has significant changes from the original program, based on my analysis.
The following list of spaces resulted from the data found in Appendix 2.

HALWHISTLE STORY CENTRE
45,325 ft2

HADRIAN’S WALL MUSEUM
AND RESEARCH CENTER
56,750 ft2

OTHER
11,300 ft2
24.9%

OTHER
19,500 ft2
34.4%

EXHIBITIONS
5,300 ft2
11.7%

RETAIL
19,525 ft2
43.1%
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RECEPTION
3,500 ft2
6.3%

RECEPTION
3,500 ft2
7.7%

THEATRE
5,700 ft2
12.6%

EXHIBITIONS
8,000 ft2
14.1%

RESIDENCES
4,000 ft2
7.0%

RESEARCH
CENTER
8,000 ft2
14.1%

EDUCATION THEATRE
3,500 ft2
3,750 ft2
6.2%
6.6%

RETAIL
6,500 ft2
11.5%

Final Program:			

		

Space					

Sq. Ft.

Percentage

Reception, Information Center:			

3,500		

6.2%

General Exhibition Space:				

6,000		

10.6%

Temporary Exhibition Space:			

2,000		

3.5%

Theater (250 Seats):				

3,750		

6.6%

Book & Gift Shop:					

3,000		

5.3%

Café:						

1,000		

1.8%

Restaurant:					

2,500		

4.4%

Library:						

2,000		

3.5%

Education Department:				

1,500		

2.6%

Research Center:					

8,000		

14.1%

Temporary Residences:				
(4 Apartments, Lounge)

4,000		

7.0%

Administration offices (50 staff):			

4,000		

7.0%

Storage:						

5,000		

8.8%

Bus Assembly Area:				

1,500		

2.6%

Mechanical/ Circulation:				

9,000		

15.9%
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DESIGN PROCESS

DESIGN PROCESS
Conceptual Design
CONCEPT DIAGRAMS:
The following concept diagrams demonstrate the development of the design process.

Esoteric to Exoteric:
The nature of the historical topic this project covers is largely esoterical. The goal is to
take this esoteric topic and make it exoteric, thereby educating a broader audience. This
diagram shows a separation between these two audiences breaking down, and becoming
more transparent.
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Exoteric

Esoteric

support

Learn, Teach, & Explore:
The educational elements of this project are broken into these
three major categories, and are aided by the support programs. This diagram allows the program to be thought of in
these organizational terms.

LEARN

TEACH
educate

support

EXPLORE

support
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DESIGN PROCESS
Conceptual Design

Exoteric

Composite Diagram:

Esoteric

Once the frameworks of the first diagrams were set, the programatic elements were introduced into the different categories, and further delineated by their esoteric or exoteric natures. This allows the
project to contain esoteric program elements such as a research
facility without compromising the ability to bring the information to
an exoteric audience.

TEACH

General Exhibits
& Theatre

Library &
Education
Dept.

Research Center
& Temporary
Residences

LEARN

Temporary
Exhibits
Reception
Excavation
& Information
Department

support
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Bus Assembly
Area

support

Conceptual Moves on Site:
A series of conceptual models (shown below) began to organize the program on the site.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Conceptual Design
Spatial Diagram:
The placement of the program is organized along the barrier between the esoteric and exoteric functions. This barrier is a dynamic
interaction between spaces, allowing visitors to see the work as it
progresses through the research center (LEARN) before going on
display in the temporary exhibits (TEACH). Once visitors reach
the bus assmbly area (EXPLORE), the barrier has virtually broken
down, and the esoteric and exoteric functions have merged.

unload

[view]
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WATCH

LEARN
read
educate

work

shop

eat

DINE

Spatial Sequence Diagram (Vacationer):
Several typologies of people will use this museum, and I have
designed with each user in mind, e.g., family vacationers,
students, researchers, and employees. I consider the spatial
sequence of a vactioner as the primary path through the museum. Nevertheless, multiple paths are possible, and even
this path has variations within.

Exoteric

[cafe/restaurant]
ENTER >> TEMPORARY EXHIBITS >> GENERAL EXHIBITS
[shop]
[THEATRE]

Exoteric

>>

VIEWING AREA >> BUS AREA

Esoteric
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DESIGN PROCESS
Conceptual Design

CONCEPT MODELS:
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DESIGN PROCESS
Conceptual Design
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Temporary Exhibits (Draft One):
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Temporary Exhibits (Draft Two):
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Temporary Exhibits (Draft Three):
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Temporary Exhibits (Schematic Design):
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Temporary & General Exhibits (Schematic Design):
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Theatre (Schematic Design):
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Library (Schematic Design):
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Viewing Area (Schematic Design):
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Watercolor One:
(Rail Bridge)
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Watercolor Two:
(Temporary Exhibits)
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Watercolor Three:
(Interstitial Space)
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Watercolor Four:
(Interstitial Space)
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DESIGN PROCESS
Design Drawings
Watercolor Five:
(Viewing Area)
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FINAL PRESENTATION

FINAL PRESENTATION
Site Map:

BASEMENT LEVEL:
1
2
3
4
5

Security
Workshop
Storage Rooms
Mechanical
Administration

1

4
5

2

3
3

3
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GROUND LEVEL:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Theatre
Loading Dock
Permanent Exhibits
Research Center Work Area
Public Library
Classrooms
Research Library
Bus Assembly Area
Cafe

2

4
7

1

3

9

5
3

3

6
6
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8

FIRST LEVEL (ENTRY LEVEL):
1
2
3
4

Theatre
Reception
Temporary Exhibits
Viewing Deck

3

4
1

3
2
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SECOND LEVEL:
1
2
3

Projection Room
Bookstore and Shop
Restaurant

2

3
1
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ROOF LEVEL:
1

Viewing Deck

1
1
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SECTION [1]:

SECTION [2]:
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SECTION [6]:
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APPENDIX 1
Museum Analysis

APPENDIX 1
Chesters Roman Fort
Layout of Site:
Upon entering the car park, the first destination is the shop and ticket office. After passing
through this first control point, a visitor has the choice of going to the museum, the fort,
or a small food shack to the east of the shop. The only exit is also through the shop and
ticket area.

Layout of Museum:
The museum is organized into three main spaces, comprising an area barely larger than
that of the shop. In the first space, the door opens into a small room with stone sculptures
and pieces with inscriptions on them. The second room is much larger, and contains stone
inscriptions all around the perimeter, as well as four display cases: three with artifacts, and
one with a model. The final room is to the side of the entry space, and contains artifacts in
the middle of the room, with stone inscriptions and artifacts around the perimeter.

Car Park

Shop/ Tickets

Museum
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Fort

Food

[Site Layout]
[Museum Layout]

Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• Combining the shop and ticket area forced visitors to go through the shop,
making it more likely they would purchase items, and reducing the number of
staff needed.
• The model formed a very good representation of what the site would have
looked like thousands of years ago. The prominent location, making it visible immediately after entering the space, also made its importance clear.
• The ruins were very well preserved, some had survived as high as 6 feet.
• The ruins had fencing around them, preventing livestock from damaging them.
Despite this, the fences were somewhat obtrusive, and could have been better
implemented.

• The three buildings housing the shop, museum, and food were completely detached. Because of this, only the shop had any staff present, which could lead to
security issues in the museum.
• The museum had a lot of direct natural light, primarily from the roof, that could
have had a damaging effect on the artifacts.
• The paths were muddy, since they were not paved. During periods of higher
use, this issue would be worsened.
• The areas in front of the signs posts were also frequently muddy, but some of
the areas had stone slabs for people to stand on when viewing the signs. This
was an effective way to reduce the erosion on the site.
• The site was clearly left mostly unexcavated. A sign detailing the reason for this
would have been very helpful.

[Model in museum]

[Fence protecting ruins]

[Sunlight entering museum]

[Muddy area in front of sign]
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APPENDIX 1
Chesters Roman Fort
Conclusion:
The layout of the site was simple, but the museum and food areas were unnecessarily
detached from the main building. This was likely due to the different periods during which
they were built, but it seemed very uneconomical, and more difficult to staff. Forcing visitors to enter and exit through the shop, however, was a very good feature, as it allowed for
one control point, as well as generating more revenue for the museum, whilst staffing it
with only one person.
The museum itself let too much light into the exhibits, and did not have any explanation
of what Hadrian’s Wall was. It was expected that visitors to the site would have a certain
amount of background knowledge. Creating a good way to show this background information at the Story Center will therefore be critical to my thesis, as it is not always discussed
at the Wall sites themselves.

[Fence around Chesters]
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Housesteads Roman Fort
Layout of Site:
The site is organized with the shop and concession area by the car park. Visitors have the
choice of entering either area, but must eventually make the ten minute walk to the museum
and ticket area. After purchasing the ticket, and walking through the museum, the user can
enter the fort itself, or walk on the Hadrian’s Wall National Trail. Once finished, visitors must
exit through the museum, then walk back to the shop and car park.

Layout of Museum:
The museum has a small shop section where the tickets can be purchased. It also has
presentation boards that explain the history of the Wall, and Housesteads Fort in particular,
which are supported by a small number of artifacts that were excavated at the Fort. A
statue dressed as a Roman soldier resides in the center of the far wall, and the room is
completely dominated by a large model of what Housesteads looked like in Hadrian’s time
(120s A.D.).

[Shop and Concession Area Layout]
[Museum and Ticket Area Layout]

Car Park

Shop/ Food

Tickets/
Museums

Fort

Hadrian’s Wall
National Trail
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APPENDIX 1
Housesteads Roman Fort
Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The museum had the most helpful introduction of any of the museums along
the wall. It combined a great model with very good explanatory boards, and some
relevant artifacts.
• The paths through the Fort used different techniques to handle the large amount
of traffic without permanently altering the site.
• The signs around the Fort were detailed, relevant and very helpful. The areas
in front of the signage also had stone or mesh platforms to avoid harming the
grass.
• Views from the fort were better than other museums on the Wall.

• Forcing visitors to walk ten minutes before reaching the museum is not ideal, but
a lack of signage instructing where the tickets were to be purchased was problematic. The shop appears to be the purchasing point, but it is not.
• The site had a large number of staff due to the separation of the shop, concessions, museum, and ticket checking area by the Fort. During the busy summer
season, this number would likely be necessary, but during the winter it seemed
excessive.
• Visitors were forced to exit the site by going back through the museum. This was
out of the way, and not necessary.
• An audio tour would have helped greatly, in addition to the museum.

[Model in museum]
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[Path with mesh to stop erosion]

[Long walk to the museum]

[Only exit through museum]

Conclusion:
The approach to the fort was confusing, with the shop appearing to be the ticketing office.
Better signage would certainly improve the initial area. By separating all of the buildings,
the site also had to be manned by a large number of staff (six or more). Concentrating
these areas at the Story Center will enable a smaller number of workers, and much lower
operating costs.
The museum, despite its location away from the car park, is the best one along the Wall.
It is the only museum that a person could visit and get a feel for the role of the Wall in its
entirety. The use of explanatory boards, models, and artifacts was very well done. Despite
this, it still had a major focus on Housesteads Fort, and could benefit from a broader exhibit
at the Story Center.

[Wall outside Housesteads]
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APPENDIX 1
Birdoswald Roman Fort
& Study Center
Layout of Site:
The car park is located a short walk away from the museum and fort. Visitors must enter
through the shop and ticketing area, where they can proceed to the cafe, museum, or head
directly to the fort. The site also has a Study Center and Hostel on it that contain functions
not directly accessible to the public visiting the fort. The fort has a fenced off area where the
best preserved remains are, and the rest of the fort must be accessed through a gate. The
remainder is mostly unexcavated, with the exterior walls of the fort being the only visible
remains. When exiting the site, visitors must go back through the shop.

Layout of Museum:
[Site Layout]

The museum entrance was right off of the outdoor picnic area. It had an initial entry room,
with access to a room with an area model of the Wall and a ten minute audio introduction to
the site. The entry also had stairs leading up to the top floor of the museum. The upstairs
contained interactive exhibits geared towards children, and a larger scale model of the fort
itself. The exit went to the outside, where stairs led down to the ground level, and past the
hostel and study center to the fort.

Car Park

Hostel

Shop/ Tickets

Study
Center

Museum

Cafe

Fort
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Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• Making visitors enter through a combined shop and ticket area was once again
very effective. It also reduced the staff needed.
• The museum’s audio introduction with the area model showing the context of
the fort on the Wall was helpful, and included more history than the wall during
Hadrian’s time. It was, however, meant for children.
• Having two models, one of the wall in its landscape, and the other a detailed
version of the fort was very good for understanding how the area looked.

• The location of the museum was not very well signed, and contained virtually
no artifacts. It focused on interactive exhibits for children, but little information on
Hadrian’s Wall was actually given.
• The entire shop, museum, hostel, and study center were built over the remains
of the fort.
• A very small portion of the fort was excavated.
• The portion of the fort that was mostly unexcavated had sheep grazing on it.
They not only climbed on the ruins, but left dropping in such abundance it was
difficult to explore the rest of the site.
• The presence of the hostel and study center was very interesting. Unfortunately,
nothing told about the purpose of the study center, or what information was taught
or learned there. Integrating a function such as this with the public portions may
have been better.

[Context model of Hadrian’s Wall]

[Detailed model of Fort]

[Museum built on ruins]

[Sheep grazing on fort]
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APPENDIX 1
Birdoswald Roman Fort
& Study Center
Conclusion:
The initial shop, ticket and cafe area were well done. Combining these functions into one
area, like several other locations, helped keep the number of staff down, and control the
entry point. The signage to the museum could have been more effective, as could have
the overall content of the exhibits. Making exhibits geared towards children is not a bad
thing, but it should be balanced by information adults can learn and pass on. The museum,
overall, did a good job telling the story of its own portion of history, but like many others,
still left out a significant part of the broader picture.
The fort was not in as good a condition as those at Chesters or Housesteads, partly because of a corner of it being built over throughout the centuries, but this was still no reason
to let sheep graze freely in the majority of it. Although this has no direct application to the
Story Center, it was a definite detractor from the site. It was difficult to understand why
English Heritage would allow sheep to roam freely at this site, but control it with obtrusive
fences at Chesters (one of their other sites).

[Wall outside Birdoswald]
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Vindolanda Roman Fort
Car Park

Layout of Site:
The layout at Vindolanda is much more sequential than most forts along the wall. After
leaving the car park, visitors go to a small ticket booth (a larger, new visitors center is
currently under construction), and then enter the site. Before reaching the fort, they walk
through an old town that was built up against it. From there, they can walk through the fort
itself, or go to the reconstructed portions of the Wall (both turf and stone). After finishing
up at the fort area, the final destination is a garden area down in the valley, which contains
the museum, a shop, and a cafe. When finished, people must traverse back up the hill,
through the fort and town, and exit by the ticket booth to get back to the car park.

Tickets

Town

Layout of Museum:

Reconstruction
of Wall Turrets

Fort

The museum, although small, is very well organized, and contains even more artifacts
than the Roman Army Museum. It follows a series of categories, similar to its aforementioned counterpart, and has a very large exhibit about the Vindolanda Writing Tablets (voted
Britain’s top treasure by the British Museum). After examining the entire museum, visitors
arrive back at the shop, where they can also get something from the adjacent cafe.
Roman

Cafe

Shop

Museum
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APPENDIX 1
Vindolanda Roman Fort
Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The sheer size of the fort and town were rather impressive.
• The reconstructed stone walls and turrets were a perfect way to help visitors
visualize the sheer scale of the Wall and what its impact would have been to a
barbarian who saw it stretching the length of England.
• The Roman garden reproductions were a surprising respite from the wind and
harsh look of the ruins. In addition, they were another great tool for teaching
people more about the Roman culture.
• The museum had great artifacts, especially the Vindolanda Tablets (ancient letters that detail the day to day workings of the soldiers and villagers).
• As archeologists are still excavating at Vindolanda, it is a unique site where
important finds are discovered each year (including more writing tablets). Work
is expected to continue for at least 100 years.

• The main paths were very muddy, and construction equipment further destroyed
the ground by driving on them.
• The reconstructed turf wall and wooden turret were falling apart, which only
served to illustrate that we are not entirely certain how the Romans built it (in
fairness, the wall was thirty years old, but had deteriorated quite rapidly, sinking
over a meter).
• While not very controllable, the site was extremely windy, until reaching the valley where the gardens and museum were built (their reasoning behind choosing
the location was obvious).
• The artifacts in the museum were not always clearly labeled, and there was
some difficulty identifying which items were which. Furthermore, there was a
high level of overlap from the items at the Roman Army Museum, which came
from Vindolanda.

[Stone turret and wall]
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[Roman gardens]

[Muddy paths and equipment]

[Sinking turf wall and turret]

Conclusion:
The layout of the site was very linear, but for good reason. The exposed hilltop on which
the fort was built did not provide a very suitable area for remaining outdoors, and so the
museum and gardens were built in the valley (which puzzled me until I had been on the hilltop for some time, getting colder with every passing minute). The new addition of a visitors
center by the car park should also help improve the fact that the site’s only shop and cafe
is the farthest point on their property from the entry.
The reconstructed walls and towers were very helpful for visitors, and seemed to be the first
thing everyone headed towards. Although the turf wall had deteriorated, the stone wall still
provided a very impressive reminder that Hadrian’s Wall did not always stand only a few
feet tall. If properly located at the Story Center, reproductions could play an important part
in telling the history of the Wall, and how it was built.
The museum and gardens were very well done. The gardens were a great way to provide
rest after the long walk to the museum area, and the reconstructed buildings also served to
house small exhibits. The museum itself focused very exclusively on the site, and what had
been found there, but under the circumstances, this seemed appropriate (Vindolanda has
some of the best soil conditions for preserving artifacts in the Roman world). A broader
introduction would certainly help visitors, but it is understandable why the focus is so narrowly put on this site.
Finally, having been to both the Roman Army Museum and Vindolanda’s Museum, I noticed
the importance of not repeating information too much. While it is not likely that visitors will
go to every site, it is important that each site maintain its own individual character, and not
overlap too much with the information provided at the other museums. This is a danger that
will be present throughout the designing of the Story Center.

[Roman Gardens]
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APPENDIX 1
Roman Army Museum
Roman Army Museum Description:
The Roman Army Museum was different from most of the Hadrian’s Wall museums, as it
did not rest on any significant portion of remains from the Wall. The site was only occupied
by the museum itself, and most of the artifacts came from Vindolanda Roman Fort.

Car Park

Cafe

Tickets

Shop

Layout of Site:
Unlike most of the museums along Hadrian’s Wall, the Roman Army Museum is unique in
that it is not located on a fort, or even a portion of the Wall. It therefore has no access to
anything other than the museum, and no overall site layout.

Museum
Exhibits

Layout of Museum:
The entrance to the museum contains a ticket area, which also serves as the place for payment for the shop and cafe. The museum then ramps down into the main exhibit spaces,
of which there are many. The other main areas are a small and large theatre for playing
movies, and the bathrooms.
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Small
Theatre

Large
Theatre

Bathrooms

Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The museum did a great job explaining the life and role of a Roman soldier stationed on Hadrian’s Wall. It provided a very good contrast from other museums
focused only on their specific location.
• The artifacts at the site were incredibly numerous, detailed, and broken into
relevant categories to explain the system of the Roman Army.
• The film that was played in the larger theatre was very well produced, and gave
an introduction to the portion of the Wall run by the Vindolanda Trust (in charge
of the Vindolanda Roman Fort and Roman Army Museum). The film was incredibly successful at giving an idea of what Hadrian’s Wall would have looked like,
and also provided useful information about the people living there at the time.
Unfortunately, it focused almost exclusively on the portion of the wall run by the
organization.
• The film in the smaller theatre was not as well produced, but was undoubtedly
geared towards children, and would have educated them.

• While the museum was rich with information, some of the exhibits may be
viewed as “dry” to many people. There were some exhibits that children could
have enjoyed, but the vast majority were artifacts with explanatory notes.
• The shop contained many objects that had no connection to the museum or
Hadrian’s Wall, and seemed to be blatant attempts to make money off of tourists.

Conclusion:
Despite having no direct connection to Hadrian’s Wall, the Roman Army Museum
was an invaluable addition to the museums along the Wall. It provided the only
detailed glimpse into the lives of the people who would have lived and worked
around the Wall in Roman times. The layout of the museum was fairly straight
forward, and allowed people to bypass the exhibits quickly to get to the theatres
if they desired. The major film shown here was a very good introduction to the
Wall, and the idea could be implemented in the Story Centre, but with a broader
subject of the Wall as a whole.
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Arbeia Roman Fort

Entry Gate

Layout of Site:
After approaching Arbeia on foot (it lacks a formal car park), the choice of where to go is
fairly open. The site is free, and so there is no control point, and although the museum is
the obvious destination, a visitor could go where they choose. The museum and reconstructed stone gate are the first structures encountered, after which is the fort’s ruins. In
the corner of the site, there are more reconstructed buildings, including a barracks and the
commander’s headquarters. The site also has a shop, and a building that houses “Time
Quest,” an interactive archeological exhibit geared towards children.

Reconstructed
Gate House

Museum

Shop

Fort

Time Quest

Reconstructed
Barracks

Layout of Museum:
The museum is extremely simple, with an entry space, and two rooms with artifacts; one
on each side of the entry. An office also rests at the end of the exhibit space to the right.

Exhibit

Exhibit

[Museum Layout]
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Office

Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The reconstructed gate, barracks, and commander’s house were very effective
at showing the size and character of the original buildings. Furthermore, having
both ruins and reconstructions maintains a good balance of keeping the history
intact, and showing what it once looked like.
• The interiors of the reconstructions were actually used as exhibit spaces.
• The use of models aided the understanding of the ruins.
• Excavations were being carried out whilst the site was open, allowing visitors to
see how the actual work was done. This, combined with the Time Quest interactive exhibits, would give kids a great idea of how we know what we do about the
Romans.

• The site organization did not really leave a hierarchy of what should be seen.
The major buildings were also split, meaning that the museum, shop and Time
Quest buildings all had to be staffed by separate individuals.
• The museum did not give a very good indication of the Fort’s overall role in
relation to Hadrian’s Wall (although it was not a part of the Wall, it was a supply
base for it). The connection between the two would probably not be made by a
first-time visitor without background knowledge.
• Since Arbeia is in an urban setting, very little of the original buildings has survived (especially when compared with other forts along Hadrian’s Wall).

[Reconstructed Gate House]

[Interior of Commander’s House]

[Fort and separate buildings]

[Only direct link to Hadrian’s Wall]
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Conclusion:
The separation of the museums once again makes it necessary to have more staff than
needed. The lack of a good link to Hadrian’s Wall also supports the need for the Story
Center to fulfill this role.
The best thing that can be applied to the Center from Arbeia is the use of reconstructions to
explain the story of the building fragments left behind. Unlike the reconstructed portions of
the wall at Vindolanda, the buildings at Arbeia are used as exhibit spaces themselves. This
dual function plays a vital role in making the building of reconstructions more economically
viable, and helps visitors understand the role of the buildings, and how we know what we
know about them.

[Gate at Arbeia]
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Car Park

Segedunum Roman Fort
Layout of Site and Museum:
The layout of Segedunum is much more complicated than most of the other museums
along the Wall. After entering the shop and ticket area, visitors can either go immediately
to the top of the observation tower, or into the main floor of the exhibit spaces (Roman
related). Assuming they finish the exhibits, users continue either outside to the fort and
reconstructed bath house, or upstairs to the cafe and more exhibits (non-Roman related).
If a visitor goes to the fort, they can also continue across the street to see the remains of
Hadrian’s Wall, and a reconstruction of a portion of the Wall. Visitors must return from the
fort or the upstairs galleries the same way they had come, and ultimately exit back through
the main floor’s exhibits spaces.

Observation
Tower

Sixth Floor

First Floor

Outside
Path

Reconstructed
Bath House

Exhibits

Shop/ Tickets

Second Floor
Cafe

Industry
Gallery

Children’s
Activity Area

Fort

Reconstructed
Hadrian’s Wall

[Museum Layout]
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Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The main room of the Roman exhibit spaces was centered around a large model. The model also had buttons that could be pressed to reveal which buildings
were which. This was essential at this site, as the fort had virtually no ruins
remaining.
• The observation tower was an interesting attempt to allow visitors to view the
site from a different perspective. Despite this, the motif of a ship seemed somewhat forced, and the tower may have prevented people from going out onto the
site.
• The museum focused on the effects of time on a location, and as such viewed
the site as a constantly changing landscape, not just an ancient Roman Fort. This
was, however, at the cost of a connection to the site’s importance pertaining to
Hadrian’s Wall.

• The layout of the building was extremely confusing, and forced users to return
through the same paths they had come through the museum.
• The video playing in the Roman exhibit did nothing. It just played an audio track
with no information being provided.
• The exhibits were clearly meant for children, which is acceptable. Despite this,
they tended to focus on arbitrary issues that would entertain kids more than they
would teach them.
• The museum had virtually no artifacts from Roman history.
• The reconstructed bath house was not nearly as effective as buildings at the
other sites.
• The urban and industrial setting of the site made conceptualizing the ancient
fort difficult.

[Model in museum]
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[Observation Tower]

[Interior of bath house]

[Bath house in industrial area]

Conclusion:
While I was mostly unimpressed with Segedunum, I must admit that the location has had
a much harder time staying preserved than any other fort along the Wall, due to its highly
urban setting. The museum attempts to focus on the drastic changes that have occured
on the site over time, but in the process, it tends to lose a lot of focus on what the site
was in Roman times. The sequence of spaces (especially in the museum) were also very
disjointed, and did not seem to have a coherent plan for the movement of people through
the spaces.
The exhibits in the museum were also fairly disappointing. Aside from the model, nothing
had much educational value, and as the museum was meant for children above anyone,
this was especially disheartening. The activities provided in the exhibit were meant to
entertain, not teach them. As far as I could ascertain, by completing the exercises, a child
would gain no greater understanding of the people or conditions of Roman Segedunum.
Lastly, the reconstructed building varied from those at both Vindolanda and Arbeia. Unlike
Arbeia, the interiors were not used to good effect, and unlike Vindolanda, they did not even
give a very good indication of what the building would have been like. The material usage
appeared to be concrete, with little added detail or concern for how the Romans would have
built the actual structure. The shapes and sizes were all correct, but the character was
lacking.

[Segedunum Observation Tower]
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Museum of Antiquities
Layout of Site:
The site is located on the campus of the University of Newcastle, and the museum resides
inside the lower level of one of the buildings. The only approach is pedestrian.

Layout of Museum:
The museum is very small, but is well organized into sections. The shop area is at the
entrance, and the museum exhibits are in the adjacent room. A model of the entire length
of Hadrian’s Wall splits the main exhibit space in two. Each additional space has a model
of an element of Hadrian’s Wall, as well as artifacts and inscriptions. Separate rooms at
the end of the main exhibit space contain artifacts from the Medieval Tudor period, and the
Temple of Mithras (a cult in Roman Britain). Visitors must exit through the shop.

[Museum Layout]

Shop

Hadrian’s Wall
Exhibits

Medieval
Tudor Room
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Temple of
Mithras Room

Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The museum was the best for introducing the entirety of Hadrian’s Wall to visitors, mainly due to the excellent variety of models. The museum had one model
of the entire Wall, and then subsequent supporting models of each different element of the Wall (turrets, mile-castles, forts, the vallum construction, etc.).
• The museum also had an excellent number of artifacts from every location on
the Wall, with good supporting notes.
• The statues of the Roman soldiers were a good and accurate way to show how
they would have looked.

• The nature of the museum was very academic. Some people may not have
appreciated this, and found the museum “dry.” It’s intended audience was very
obvious, however, as most of the people there appeared to be older professors
studying inscriptions, etc.
• While the models were great for showing the physical characteristics of the
sites, there were no overall explanatory boards to show the history behind the
Wall (as at Housesteads).
• The plastic forms around the models, combined with the lighting, made the
models difficult to view.

[Model of fort]

[Model of all Hadrian’s Wall]

[Statues of Roman soldiers]

[Model was difficult to view]
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Conclusion:
The museum was very effective at introducing Hadrian’s Wall through the use of models.
More explanatory boards could have supplemented this, and this technique would be very
useful at the Story Center. One thing to consider, however, will be the audience. The Museum of Antiquities clearly took an academic approach, whereas the Story Center will need
to be geared more towards families who have never seen the Wall. Overall, the museum
was excellent, and the extensive use of models showed the Wall in a way unrivaled by any
other museum I visited.

[Main Exhibit at Museum]
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Museum of Scotland
Positive and Negative Aspects:
Positive:

Negative:

• The abstraction of Scottish history which was turned into an architectural motif
and carried throughout the building was nothing short of amazing. It was a very
powerful language that aided the character of the museum, and was very appropriate for the subject matter.
• The museum constantly gave views back on itself, especially to the main court
space, making way finding easy, and providing a plethora of locations for the user
to discover and enjoy.
• Seating was constantly being offered to the visitor, always in an interesting
way.
• The separation of materials, especially when the new building meets the old,
were very well designed. Separations also allow light into the lower floor of the
building.

• Some of the small openings and holes would make cleaning and maintenance
difficult, as they tend to get dirty quickly.
• The biggest danger of the museum was that the high level of detail could have
overshadowed the exhibits. This is a danger that the architects clearly thought of,
however, and they were careful to let the exhibits speak for themselves.

[Abstracted Scottish motif]

[Viewing platform above court]

[Seating throughout museum]

[Separation allows light in]
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Conclusion:
The modest exterior of the Museum of Scotland hid the amazingly detailed interior of one of
the best museums I have ever visited. The architect’s choice to reuse elements from the
Scot’s past throughout the building was very appropriate. Furthermore, it was not simply
the openings and slits in the thick walls, but the material choices, the incredible hiding of the
entire mechanical system, and the methods of displaying artifacts that made the building
what it was. A similar abstraction may be possible for the Story Center, and may also aid
the character of the building.
The sequencing of spaces, and the views from one area to the next were also incredible.
The building was constantly showing hints of what was next, and lead the visitor into the
next space. Finally, the viewing platform on the roof was a great way to display the incredible surroundings of Scotland. While this method is not possible at my site for showing
Hadrian’s Wall (the distance to the Wall is too great), it is a very good device for rooting the
building in the context of what it is displaying.
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Program Analysis
Program Analysis:
1: Getty Museum and Research Institute:
562,534
Museum Total:			
157,534		
		
Offices:			
13,534		
		
Exhibition Space:		
80,000		
		
Entry Hall:		
4,300		
		
Cafeteria:			
2,000		
		
Bookshop:		
2,200		
		
Library:			
2,000		
		
Restoration Workshop:
1,200		
		
Art Storerooms:		
9,000		
		
General Supply Storerooms: 11,000		
		
Maintenance and Shops: 11,000		
		
Circulation and Misc.:
21,300		
Education Institute:
Research Institute Total:
Information and Offices:
450 Seat Auditorium:
Restaurant/ Café:		

80,000		
201,000		
64,000		
31,000		
29,000		

14.2%
35.7%
11.4%
5.5%
5.2%

2: Museo de Arte de Ponce:					
Existing Museum:					
New Construction:					
Circulation and Common Area:
4,900		
		
Library:			
2,000		
		
Conservation:		
1,750		
		
Security & storage:
2,600		
		
Administration:		
4,000		
		
Café:			
3,400		
		
Auditorium/ backstage:
6,800		
		
Education Center:		
2,875		
Gallery:			
2,500		
7.0%
Special Exhibition Gallery: 5,000		
14.0
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28.0%
8.6%
50.8%
2.7%
1.3%
1.4%
1.3%
0.1%
5.7%
7.0%
7.0%
13.5%

67,825
32,000
35,825
13.7%
5.6%
4.9%
7.3%
11.2%
9.5%
19.0%
8.0%

3: Arthur M. Sackler Museum:				
Permanent Galleries:
8,610		
14.1%
Temporary Galleries:
2,600		
4.3%
Study Collection Galleries: 3,100		
5.0%
Lecture Auditorium:
2,650		
4.4%
Reading Room and Library: 1,020		
1.7%
Offices and facilities:
41,795		
68.5%
Entrance and Circulation: 1,225		
2.0%

61,000

4: Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao:				
Galleries:			
113,520		
37.7%
Public Spaces:		
26,900		
8.9%
Library:			
2,150		
0.1%
Auditorium (350 seats):
6,500		
2.2%
Offices:			
12,900		
4.3%
Retail and Bookshop:
4,000		
1.3%
Restaurant:		
5,000		
1.7%
Café:			
2,600		
0.9%
Other:			
127,430		
32.3%

301,000

5: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art:			
Exhibition Galleries:
50,000		
41.9%
Theater:			
6,200		
5.2%
Education Center:		
3,000		
2.5%
Library:			
3,800		
3.2%
Conservation Laboratory: 3,000		
2.5%
Art Study and Storage:
15,000		
12.6%
Book/ Gift Shop:		
4,000		
3.4%
Multiuse Event Space:
4,200		
3.5%
Central Atrium Entry:
5,000		
4.2%
Café:			
2,500		
2.1%
Administrative Offices:
22,500		
18.9%

119,200

6: Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Museum:			
Public Circulation:		
31,150		
21.8%
Exhibitions:		
37,950		
26.5%
Administration:		
24,300		
17.0%
Museum Gift Shop:
7,800		
5.5%
Museum Café:		
3,450		
2.4%

111,800

Outdoor Terrace Café:
Auditorium (170 seats):

3,450		
3,700		

2.4%
2.6%

Haltwhistle Story Center:

7: The United State Holocaust Memorial Museum:		
Hall of Witness:		
7,500		
8.3%
Hall of Remembrance:
6,000		
6.6%
Permanent Exhibition:
36,000		
39.9%
Temporary Exhibition:
8,000		
8.9%
Hall of Learning:		
3,600		
4.0%
Education Center:		
4,318		
4.8%
Library & Research Center: 16,000		
17.8%
Theater (414 seats):
5,486		
6.1%
Cinema (178 seats):
2,073		
2.3%
Bookstore:		
1,295		
1.4%

94,672

8: McCord Museum of Canadian History:			
Lobby & Information:
2,860		
4.0%
Book & Gift Shop:		
1,075		
1.5%
Café:			
750		
1.0%
Education:		
2,720		
3.8%
Auditorium:		
1,600		
2.2%
Permanent Exhibitions:
6,500		
9.1%
Special Exhibitions:
11,300		
15.8%
Collections:		
3,135		
4.4%
Library:			
1,860		
2.6%
Archives:			
1,495		
2.1%
Artifact Research Lab:
430		
0.1%
Conservation:		
1,385		
1.9%
Collection Storage:		
14,000		
19.6%
Exhibit preparation:
1,000		
1.4%
Administration & Offices: 7,270		
10.2%
Public Programs:		
7,500		
10.5%
Exhibit Development:
3,600		
5.0%
Photography Studios:
1,500		
2.1%
Shipping/ Receiving:
1,570		
2.2%

71,550

Building Program as given by ONE Northeast:		
45,325
Reception, Information Center:
3,500		
Administration offices (50 staff):		
3,100		
General Exhibition Space:		
5,300		
Theatre pre-show and post-show:
2,350		
Theatre (250 seats):		
3,350		
Theatre coffee & concessions:
1,725		
Retail Space:			
8,600		
Café, Restaurant, & Kitchens:
9,200		
Ancillary Accommodations:		
3,100		
Supervised Play Area:		
600		
Storage:				
4,500		

7.9%
7.0%
11.9%
5.3%
7.5%
3.9%
19.3%
20.7%
7.0%
1.3%
10.1%

Program Comparison:
Reception, Information Center:

3,500		

1 Entry Hall:		
4,300		
2 Circulation Area:		
4,900		
3 Entrance and Circulation: 1,225		
4 Public Spaces:		
26,900		
5 Central Atrium Entry:
5,000		
6 Public Circulation:
31,150		
7 Halls:			
17,100		
8 Lobby & Information:
2,860		
Average:					
Administration offices (50 staff):

3,100		

1 Offices:		
13,534		
2 Administration:		
4,000		
4 Offices:		
12,900		
5 Administrative Offices:
22,500		
6 Administration:		
24,300		
8 Administration & Offices: 7,270		
Average:					

7.9%
2.7%
13.7%
2.0%
8.9%
4.2%
21.8%
18.9%
4.0%
9.5%
7.0
8.6%
11.2%
4.3%
18.9%
17.0%
10.2%
11.7%
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Program Analysis
General Exhibition Space:		

5,300		

11.9%

1 Exhibition Space:
80,000		
2 Gallery:		
2,500		
3 Permanent Galleries:
8,610		
4 Galleries:		
113,520		
5 Exhibition Galleries:
50,000		
6 Exhibitions:		
37,950		
7 Permanent Exhibition:
36,000		
8 Permanent Exhibitions: 6,500		
Average:					

50.8%
7.0%
14.1%
37.7%
41.9%
26.5%
39.9%
9.1%
28.4%

Temporary Exhibition Space:

none		

2 Special Exhibition:
5,000		
3 Temporary Galleries:
2,600		
7 Temporary Exhibition:
8,000		
8 Special Exhibitions:
11,300		
Average:					
Theater (250 Seats):			
Theatre pre-show and post-show:
Theatre coffee & concessions:
Theatre Total:			

1 450 Seat Auditorium:
31,000		
2 Auditorium/ backstage: 6,800		
3 Lecture Auditorium:
2,650		
4 Auditorium (350 seats): 6,500		
5 Theater:		
6,200		
6 Theater:		
6,200		
7 Theater (414 seats):
5,486		
Cinema (178 seats):
2,073		
8 Auditorium:		
1,600		
Average:					
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1 Bookshop:		
2,200		
4 Retail and Bookshop:
4,000		
5 Book/ Gift Shop:		
4,000		
6 Museum Gift Shop:
7,800		
7 Bookstore:		
1,295		
8 Book & Gift Shop:
1,075		
Average:					
Café, Restaurant, & Kitchens:

14.0%
4.3%
8.9%
15.8%
10.75%

5.5%
19.0%
4.4%
2.2%
5.2%
5.2%
6.1%
2.3%
2.2%
6.5%

9,200		

1 Cafeteria:		
2,000		
2 Café:			
3,400		
4 Restaurant:		
5,000		
Café:			
2,600		
5 Café:			
2,500		
6 Museum Café:		
3,450		
8 Café:			
750		
Average:					

N/A

3,350		
2,350		
1,725		
7,425		

8,600		

7.5%
5.3%
3.9%
16.7%

19.3%
1.4%
1.3%
3.4%
5.5%
1.4%
1.5%
2.4%
20.7%
1.3%
9.5%
1.7%
0.9%
2.1%
2.4%
1.0%
3.2%

Ancillary Accommodations:		
No comparison

3,100		

7.0%

Supervised Play Area:		
No comparison

600		

1.3%

Storage:				

4,500		

10.1%

1 Art Storerooms:		
9,000		
General Storerooms:
11,000		
Maintenance and Shops: 11,000		
2 Security & storage:
2,600		
5 Art Study and Storage: 15,000		
8 Collection Storage:
14,000		
Average:					

5.7%
7.0%
7.0%
7.3%
12.6%
19.6%
14.8%

Library:				

none		

1 Library:		
2,000		
2 Library:		
2,000		
3 Reading & Library:
1,020		
4 Library:		
2,150		
5 Library:		
3,800		
8 Library:		
1,860		
Average:					
Research Center:			

none		

1 Research Institute Total: 201,000		
7 Library & Research:
16,000		
8 Collections:		
3,135		
Archives:		
1,495		
Artifact Research Lab:
430		
Conservation:		
1,385		
Average:					
Education:			

none		

1 Education Institute:
80,000		
2 Education Center:
2,875		
5 Education Center:
3,000		
7 Education Center:
4,318		
8 Education:		
2720		
Average:					

N/A

New Program

1.3%
5.6%
1.7%
0.1%
3.2%
2.6%
2.4%

Reception, Information Center:
3,500		
Average:					
General Exhibition Space:		
6,000		
Average:					
Temporary Exhibition Space:
2,000		
Average:					
Theater (250 Seats):		
3,750		
Average:					
Book & Gift Shop:			
3,000		
Average:					
Café:				
1,000		
Restaurant:			
2,500		
Average:					
Library:				
2,000		
Average:					
Education Department:		
1,500		
Average:					
Research Center:			
8,000		
Average:					
Temporary Residences:		
4,000		
(4 Apartments, Lounge)
Administration offices (50 staff):
4,000		
Average:					
Storage:				
5,000		
Average:					

6.2%
9.5%
10.6%
28.4%
3.5%
10.75%
6.6%
6.5%		
5.3%
2.4%
1.8%
4.4%
3.2%
3.5%
2.4%
2.6%
6.7%
14.1%
20.7%
7.0%

Bus Assembly Area:		

1,500		

2.6%

Sub-Total:			

47,750

Mechanical/ Circulation:		

9,000		

Total:				

56,750

N/A
35.7%
17.8%
4.4%
2.1%
0.1%
1.9%
20.7%
N/A
14.2%
8.0%
2.5%
4.8%
3.8%
6.7%

Temporary Residences:		
none		
N/A
Naoshima Contemporary Art Museum				
				
6,436		
16.4%
				
(6 Apartments, Café, Guest Terrace)
Bus Assembly Area:		
No comparison

none		

N/A

7.0%
11.7%
8.8%
14.8%		

15.9%
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Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

11,600		
6,500		
2,150		
0		
0		
140,330		

3.9%
2.2%
0.1%
0%
0%
46.6%

Getty Museum and Research Institute:
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

562,534
4,300		
80,000		
33,200		
31,000		
82,000		
201,000		
0		
131,034		

0.1%
14.2%
5.9%
5.5%
14.6%
35.7%
0%
23.3%

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art:
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

119,200
5,000		
50,000		
6,500		
6,200		
6,800		
0		
0		
44,700		

4.2%
41.9%
5.5%
5.2%
5.7%
0%
0%
37.5%

Museo de Arte de Ponce:			
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

35,825
4,900		
7,500		
3,400		
6,800		
4,875		
0		
0		
8,350		

13.7%
20.9%
9.5%
19.0%
13.6%
0%
0%
23.3%

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Museum:		
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

111,800
31,150		
37,950		
14,700		
3,700		
0		
0		
0		
24,300		

27.9%
33.9%
13.1%
3.3%
0%
0%
0%
21.7%

Arthur M. Sackler Museum:			
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

61,000
1,225		
14,310		
0		
2,650		
1,020		
0		
0		
41,795		

2.0%
23.5%
0%
4.3%
1.7%
0%
0%
68.5%

The United State Holocaust Memorial:		
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

94,672
21,500		
44,000		
1,295		
7,559		
4,318		
16,000		
0		
0		

22.7%
46.5%
1.4%
8.0%
4.6%
16.9%
0%
0%

Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao:		
Reception				
Exhibitions				

301,000
26,900		
113,520		

8.9%
37.7%

McCord Museum of Canadian History:
Reception				
Exhibitions				

71,550
2,860		
17,800		

4.0%
24.9%

Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

4,545		
1,600		
4,580		
0		
0		
40,165		

6.4%
2.2%
6.4%
0%
0%
56.1%

Haltwhistle Story Center (Old Program):
Reception				
Exhibitions				
Retail					
Theatre					
Education				
Research Center				
Residences				
Other					

45,325
3,500		
5,300		
19,525		
5,700		
0		
0		
0		
11,300		

7.7%
11.7%
43.1%
12.6%
0%
0%
0%
24.9%

Hadrian’s Wall Museum (New Program):
Reception (Reception, Information):		
Exhibition Space (General and Temporary):
Retail (Book & Gift Shop, Café, Restaurant):
Theatre (250 Seats):			
Education (Education, Library):		
Research Center:				
Residences:				
Other (Administration, Storage, Bus Assembly
Area, Mechanical/ Circulation):

56,750
3,500		
8,000		
6,500		
3,750		
3,500		
8,000		
4,000		

6.3%
14.1%
11.5%
6.6%
6.2%
14.1%
7.0%

19,500		

34.4%
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Relevant Institutions and Companies
Andrews Downie and Partners (Project Architects)
6 Addison Avenue
Holland Park
London W11 4QR
Tel: +44 (0) 020 7602 7701
Email: mail@adparchitects.net
The Countryside Agency
North East Region
The Quadrant
Newburn Riverside
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE15 8NZ
Web: http://www.countryside.gov.uk/
Email: infor.northeast@countryside.gov.uk
English Heritage
Customer Services Department
PO Box 569
Swindon
SN2 2YP
England
Tel: +44 (0) 870 333 1181
Web: http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/
Email: customers@english-heritage.org.uk
National Trails
Web: http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/HadriansWall/
Email: info@hadrians-wall.org
ONE Northeast (Project Client)
Stella House
GoldCrest Way
Newburn Riverside
Newcastle upon Tyne
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NE15 8NY
Tel: +44 (0) 191 229 6200
Web: http://www.noenortheast.co.uk/page/index.cfm
Email: enquiries@onenortheast.co.uk
UNESCO World Heritage
7, place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP, France
Tel : 33-1-45 68 15 71
Web: http://whc.unesco.org/
Email: wh-info@unesco.org
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Museums Visited
Arbeia Roman Fort and Museum
South Shields, England
Tel: 0191 4561369
Web: www.twmuseums.org.uk
This site contains the remains of an important supply base for garrisons on 		
Hadrian’s Wall, as well as a reconstructed entry gate, barracks, and commander’s house.
Birdoswald Roman Fort and Visitor Centre (English Heritage Site)
Tel: 016977 47602
Web: www.english-heritage.org.uk
The interactive visitor center provides introduction to Hadrian’s Wall, and follows
Birdoswald’s 2000 year old history. Recent excavations at the site have uncovered a
basilica, granary building and the west gate to the fort.
British Museum
London, England
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7323 8299
Web: http://thebritishmuseum.ac.uk

Housesteads Roman Fort and Museum (English Heritage Site)
Tel: 01434 344363
Web: www.english-heritage.org.uk
Internationally known, Housesteafs is the best preserved Roman Fort in the
United Kingdom. It also has well preserved sections of Hadrian’s Wall in one of the most
picturesque locations.
Museum of Antiquities
Newcastle, England
Tel: 0191 222 7849
Web: www.ncl.ac.uk/antiquities
Holds prehistoric, Roman, Anglo-Saxon and medieval collections. Also has a
comprehensive collection of models, including a model the length of Hadrian’s Wall. Additional models show all the fort, milecastle, vallum, and wall types.
Museum of London
London, England
Tel: +44 (0) 870 444 2852
Web: http://www.molg.org.uk/english/

This renowned museum, designed by Sir Norman Foster, is the largest museum
in the United Kingdom. It contains a section on Roman Britain, as well as a diverse collection of pieces from antiquity.

The museum describes the history of London from its Neolithic beginnings
through the inhabitation of the Roman Empire and up to present day.

Chesters Roman Fort and Museum (English Heritage Site)
Hexham, England
Tel: 01434 681379
Web: www.english-heritage.org.uk

Museum of Scotland
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel: +44 (0) 131 247 4422
Web: http://www.nms.ac.uk/nms/home/index.php

Chesters Fort contains the best visible remains of a cavalry fort in Britain. The
surviving bath house is also the best preserved building along entire Wall, and museum
has extensive finds from five Roman forts.

Contains the national collection of Scotland. Is a good example of museum
architecture that benefits the exhibits without overpowering them.
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Museums Visited
Roman Army Museum
Carvoran, England
Tel: 016977 47485
Web: www.vindolanda.com
The Roman Army Museum details life as a Roman soldier, garrisoned along
the forts and milecastles of the Wall. Has many exhibits of weapons, uniforms, etc. Joint
admission with the Vindolanda Fort and Museum.
Segedunum Roman Fort, Baths and Museum
Wallsend, England
Tel: 0191 236 9347
Web: www.twmuseums.org.uk
Roman fort and museum with reconstructed portion of wall and observation
tower. Recognized in Major Study as a good example of contemporary story-telling with
modern reconstructions.
Vindolanda Fort and Museum
Chesterholm, England
Tel: 01434 344277
Web: www.vindolanda.com
Extensive remains of fort and civilian settlement, together with rare Roman writing tablets, leathers, textiles, pottery and wooden objects.
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